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2012-2013 School Year 
Executive Meeting #11

Date: Feb 28th, 2013
Time: 17:00-18:00
Location: IKBLC Trail Room

In attendance:

Jessica Flank, Co-Coordinator
Valerie Léveillé, Co-Coordinator
Kevin Owen, Secretary
Eden Marchand, Treasurer
Morgan Gariepy, Communications
Katie Kalk, Publicity
Scott Owens, Web Admin
Laura Mason, Events
Coralee Louko, Events
Grant Hurley, First-year Representative
Sven Andreassen, Graphic Design
Lisa Uyeda, ARMA Representative
Chelsea Shriver, AABC Representative
Meghan Whyte, First-year Student

Absent:
Luciana Duranti, Faculty Advisor
Mackenzie Ryan, First-year Representative
Julie Barlaoura, Events
Rachel Sim, Communications

____________________________________________________________________
This meeting is the regular, bi-weekly meeting of the Association of Canadian Archivists, UBC Chapter.

Meeting called to order at 17:05 by Val and Jess.

1. Approval of Last Meeting Minutes
Motioned by Scott, seconded by Lisa.

2. Symposium – Post mortem
Val asked for general feedback from the group regarding the Symposium and seminars.
Meghan: 1st year attendance.
Lisa: Abdul Lahda too far to walk, lunch tickets not collected. Suggested a set price for students that includes 

lunch to avoid problems. Suggested to brighten the house lights during the Symposium so that the speakers can see 
people in the audience, and recommended a designated person for Q&A for each speaker.
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Scott: Indicated he preferred the Abdul Lahda to the the GSS Ballroom.
Val: We should have designated people recording video and taking pictures.

3. Treasurer’s Report
Eden reported that we have approximately $3,200 to carry into next year. Everyone has been reimbursed for 

Symposium and seminar related expenditures. The only remaining expenses will likely be pizza for the AGM. 
Grant secured the Walter H. Gage Memorial grant for us ($1,000); we will need to provide a summary of last year’s 
event to satisfy the requirements of the grant. We will also need to ensure that the surplus this year will not give us 
problems with the AMS. Thank you cards will be sent to sponsors soon.

4. Speaker Thank yous, Feedback & Slides (Communications)
Val asked that thank yous and requests for slides be sent soon (we already have the slides for Frank, Bruce, and 

Erik). The related site will go up in two weeks.

5. Luciana’s Suggestions (see attached)
Regarding Luciana’s suggestions, Val recommended that the letter emphasizing the importance of attendance 

for first years be drafted by those in the ACA Executive next year (as they will know the topic of the symposium 
and how to sell it). Similarly, the idea of potentially combining the events of the Symposium with the iConference is 
something to be considered in the first meeting of next year.

Overall, on the subject of next year’s topic, the executive felt that broadening the theme to “Non-traditional 
records” might make it easier to attract speakers.

6. ACA@UBC AGM: Date & Time
The proposed date for the AGM is Wednesday, March 13th from 12:30 to 1:30. Have transition reports ready 

and printed to walk through responsibilities with new group. There will be pizza. Grant will announce the meeting to 
the first year cohort.

7. Other Business
a.  SLA ICA-AtoM Demo
Scott reported that the SLA ICA AtoM demo may have to be held off until next year.

b.  ARMA / AABC Representatives
Lisa reported that we still have not heard from ARMA regarding revamping the survey. She asked for 

clarification regarding responsibilities of the ARMA Representative position moving into the summer session (to 
which Jess responded that it is understood that the responsibilities of the position wind down during the summer). 
She also noted that she was asked to pay when volunteering at an ARMA event, which the executive agreed was not 
ideal. Lisa indicated that she mentioned this to ARMA and that they were looking into remedying this for next year. 
Jess asked that the ARMA representatives go to the first meeting with next year’s ARMA reps to make the transition 
as smooth as possible.

AABC representatives indicated that the AABC is still looking for volunteers for their May conference (3rd and 
4th of May).

c. Transition Reports
Jess and Val ask that all transition reports are uploaded on the drive by the AGM. A paper copy should be 

brought to the AGM to show responsibilities to the next group. Specific dates help especially when indicating when 
things were booked.
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Meeting adjourned at 17:47. Next meeting is the AGM on Wednesday, March 13th at 12:30 pm. 


